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ABSTRACT

In a cloud computing environment, Virtual Machine (VM) migration achieves energy efficiency, efficient resource management, and load balancing. VM persistence is another area that leads to increased performance. However, both of them do have security vulnerabilities. There are existing approaches followed by Virtualization technology vendors. However, there is a need for further research to leverage security in the aforementioned areas. Towards this end, in this paper, we proposed a security framework that ensures that VM migration and VM persistence occur without causing cyber-attacks. The framework has two algorithms proposed to realize this objective. Safe Virtual Machine Migration (SVMM) is meant for protecting VM from VM hopping attacks on the VM migration process while another algorithm known as Safe Virtual Machine Persistence (SVMP) focuses on preventing attacks on VM persistence. Both mechanisms are crucial for leveraging cloud performance and Quality of Service (QoS). The proposed framework is realized with a simulation study using CloudSim. The experimental results showed that the proposed approach is capable of handling attacks while VM is being migrated and when VM is being persisted.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a cloud computing environment, Virtual Machine (VM) migration achieves energy efficiency, efficient resource management, and load balancing. VM persistence is another area that leads to increased performance. Both approaches are found to be associated with virtualization which is linked to cloud computing. Since the cloud is providing scalable resources, virtualization plays its role in realizing sustainable cloud technology. VM live migration and VM persistence are crucial for efficient resource management makespan. VM live migration research is found in [1], [22], and [26]. Narayana and Jayashree [1] investigated different virtualization attacks and found that the VM migration threat is one of the important virtualization threats. They opined that there is a need for protecting the process of VM live migration. VM live migration research is illustrated in [22] with its dynamics in the process of migration. In [26] VM live migration along with security preservation is explored. In the same fashion, some researchers contributed to VM persistence attacks as explored in [2] and [5]. et al. [2] proposed a security framework to have the required defense against advanced persistence attacks. It is a threat-intelligent-driven approach to addressing such attacks. From the literature, it is ascertained that there has been significant research carried out on attacks on VM migration and VM persistence. There is a need for an integrated approach that considers the protection of VM migration and VM persistence from malicious attacks. Our contributions to this paper are as follows.

1. We proposed a security framework that ensures that VM migration and VM persistence occur without causing cyber-attacks.
2. We proposed two algorithms proposed such as Safe Virtual Machine Migration (SVMM) is meant for protecting VM from VM hopping attacks on the VM migration process while another algorithm known as Safe Virtual
Machine Persistence (SVMP) focuses on preventing attacks on VM persistence. Both mechanisms are crucial for leveraging cloud performance and Quality of Service (QoS). T

3. The proposed framework is realized with a simulation study using CloudSim. The experimental results showed that the proposed approach is capable of handling attacks.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on different techniques of VM migration and VM Persistence. Section 3 proposes a methodology to deal with VM migration and VM persistence attacks. Section 4 presents the empirical study and its results. Section 5 concludes our work and gives possible directions for future work.

2. RELATED WORK

This section reviews the literature on different methods of VM attacks and countermeasures focusing on persistence and migration attacks. Narayana and Jayashree [1] investigated different virtualization attacks and found that the VM migration threat is one of the important virtualization threats. They opined that there is a need for protecting the process of VM live migration. Li et al. [2] proposed a security framework to have the required defense against advanced persistence attacks. It is a threat-intelligent-driven approach to addressing such attacks. Alshamrani et al. [3] explored different advanced persistence threats (APTs), techniques to address them, and the challenges involved. They illustrated different examples of such threats and possible countermeasures to mitigate attacks. Bahram et al. [4] focused on VM introspection as it is important to monitor a VM's functionality. They also presented an attack that could subvert VM introspection to analyze the level of security being provided. Chandra et al. [5] proposed an intelligence-based approach to protecting VM from persistent threats. Their solution is based on social engineering where users are educated to prevent attacks.

Li et al. [6] characterized and analyzed APTs in VM and cloud environments. They launched different cyber-attacks and evaluated countermeasures and found that APTs are of real threat to different cloud environments. Friedberg et al. [7] focused on incident detection through network event correlation to identify APTs and mitigate their effects. Their solution is a fingerprint-based and rule-based approach to detect such attacks. Hildenbrandt et al. [8] studied the functioning of Ethereum VM and its role in the growing virtualization-based solutions. Hu et al. [9] found that APTs can be launched by insiders as well. To have a defense against such attacks, they proposed a strategy that is dynamic and adaptive. Their system model has different roles to demonstrate the attack and its prevention mechanism. Zhang et al. [10] proposed a methodology to protect the integrity and privacy of cloud users with their protection for VMs in the presence of nested virtualization and possible cyber-attacks. Gharehpasha et al. [11] proposed a multiverse optimization algorithm for efficient VM placement.

Wang et al. [12] investigated on Cloud-Droplet-Freezing attack that causes the collapse of available features in cloud computing. It is a threat to the VM migration phenomenon in distributed system models. The attack has diversified targets such as software and hardware resources. Win et al. [13] proposed a methodology for VM securing with a hybrid approach consisting of VM introspection and mandatory access control. There is a hidden monitoring module along with the proposed method to detect security threats. Masdari and Zangakani [14] investigated proactive VM placement to reduce energy consumption in virtualized environments. They proposed a method to this effect to achieve low VM overhead. Zeb et al. [15] designed an architecture for VM migration between clouds in a secure fashion. Their architecture illustrates secure VM migration mechanisms between cloud service providers.

Choudhary et al. [16] discussed different VM migration approaches. They found that VM migration has advantages such as load balancing, power saving, fault tolerance, resource optimization, and efficient system maintenance. Different kinds of memory are also moved along with VM migration and there is a need for preventing attacks. Ahmad et al. [17] explored server consolidation and VM migration mechanisms and the need for VM migration in cloud environments. Shirvaniet al. [18] also did research in similar areas as that of [17] but used DVFS technology-enabled data centers. Kumara and Jaidhar [19] proposed a system that monitors and detects intrusions made through VM and hypervisor. They have implemented a signature-based and anomaly-based intrusion detection system. Reebaet al. [20] proposed a method
based on processor workload prediction for securing VM migration. It has provisions for authentication, load balancing, and secure VM migration for optimal resource utilization.

Other important researches include VM live migration dynamics [21], secure VM placement [22], DDoS attacks in the cloud [23], VM management with security awareness [24], integrity and security prediction model [25], VM lives migration with security preservation [26], VM migration and configuration management using blockchain [27], VM allocation security strategy [28] and VM placement optimization technique. From the literature, it is ascertained that there has been significant research carried out on attacks on VM migration and VM persistence. There is a need for an integrated approach that considers the protection of VM migration and VM persistence from malicious attacks.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

We proposed a methodology for secure VM migration and secure VM persistence. The dual objective of the proposed method is presented in the following sub-sections.

3.1 Secure Virtual Machine Migration

For secure VM migration considering VM hopping attacks, we designed an architecture that is meant for handling VM hopping attack which is associated with the VM migration process. Figure 1 shows the proposed architecture used to prevent VM hopping attacks that are associated with the VM migration process. The proposed architecture has mechanisms to handle VM hopping attacks. It has mechanisms associated with the hypervisor and also the host OS. There is a monitoring module in the host OS that monitors the control matrix and information for controlling access. The hypervisor part is configured with different mechanisms like a control matrix, information for controlling access, the decision for access, and the access control module.

The monitoring module is associated with the host OS which can be configured by the system admin to deal with the proposed system. At the time of VM creation, the admin has the provision to send a level of confidentiality and integrity based on the needs of the application. It also helps in managing the control matrix and information for controlling as the situation prevails at runtime. The decision for access is meant for checking the request for access by any VM and to know whether the request satisfies access policies. Here requests are filtered to avoid malicious and illegal ones. Only genuine requests are given to the access control module. The access-related matrix is associated with the control matrix. The access control module has an
underlying security implementation with a hook for interfacing with the host OS security module. The information for controlling contains details about VMs at runtime. The host OS security is integrated with the proposed method. As OS starts functioning, the proposed system gets active and monitors for VM hopping attacks. As presented in Figure 2, the SVMM algorithm takes care of access control and also mandatory requirements to take decisions to allow requests or not. The given request by VM is subjected to multiple checks to avoid a VM hopping attack. After receiving the request, the label associated with the sender and the resource is resolved before processing the request. The initial access control (discretionary) is verified. If this is satisfied, the request is allowed. If not satisfied, mandatory access control is verified. If the condition is satisfied, the request is allowed. If not satisfied, then the sender-level access level is verified. If that is satisfied the access level is updated for the given sender. If not satisfied, then the resource level access is verified and updated if satisfied. There is an iterative process that continuously verifies the requests given and appropriate decision is made to prevent VM hopping attack.

a. Secure Virtual Machine Persistence

We proposed an algorithm known as Safe Virtual Machine Persistence (SVMP) which exploits machine learning models to detect attacks VMs associated with VM persistence. It recovers attacked VMs automatically. In the process, three ML models are used with and without hyperparameter tuning.
Algorithm: Safe Virtual Machine Persistence (SVMP)

Input:
Virtual machines denoted as M={VM1, VM2, ..., VMn}
Machine learning models L

Output: Persistence attack detection and recovery of VM
1. Start
2. For each m in M
3. Monitor the status of m
4. IF status is abnormal Then
5. Find victim VM
6. Stop victim VM
7. End If
8. Find all snapshots of victim VM V
9. For each v in V
10. For each l in L
11. Find severity level with l
12. Find sustained v
13. Recover v
14. End For
15. End For
16. End For
17. End

Algorithm 1: Safe Virtual Machine Persistence (SVMP) algorithm

As presented in Algorithm 1, it considers all VMs and identifies attacked VMs. It has a provision for finding severity levels with changes made to the VM state. If there is negligible change, that VM is considered sustained from the attack. If there is a certain level of severity, that VM is recovered and it then functions as usual. There is an iterative process to monitor VMs continuously to prevent VM performance attacks based on the snapshot size.

Performance Evaluation

Two performance metrics such as MAPE and RMSE are used for the evaluation of the SVMP algorithm.

\[
\text{MAPE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{Y_P - Y_i}{Y_i} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (Y_P - Y_i)^2}{2n}} \quad (2)
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td>Mean Absolute Percentage Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>Root Mean Square Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Y_P)</td>
<td>Predicted data as the output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Y_i)</td>
<td>Actual data as output for the ith examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>Number of examinations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Shows Notations Used

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed methodology is evaluated with a prototype to know the performance of the proposed algorithms. CloudSim environment is used to simulate the performance of the two algorithms. SVMM and SVMP are the two algorithms whose performance details are presented in this section.

4.1 SVMM Performance

SVMM performance is evaluated in terms of the time taken for migration of the VM. The time is measured without the usage of the proposed SVMM and with its usage. There is significant performance improvement and Quality of Service (QoS) when SVMM is used.
As presented in Figure 3, the performance of the live migration process is much better with the usage of SVMM as it could prevent live migration attacks. When there is an attack and SVMM is not in place, it took more time for live migration to defeat its underlying benefits.

**4.2 SVMP Performance**

SVMP performance is evaluated using two performance metrics such as MAPE and RMSE as discussed in the preceding section. As SVMP exploits different ML models, the results are provided for each model.

As presented in Figure 4, the average MAPE value is observed against the snapshot size of attacked VM. The least MAPE value indicates better performance. The observations are made with different snapshot sizes of attacked VM such as 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8. With every size of snapshot, there is a clear difference between the ML model SVM and the improvised model with hyperparameter tuning. For instance, when the snapshot size of attacked VM is 8, the MAPE value for SVM is 3.57 while the SVM with hyperparameter tuning shows it as 2.15. Thus it is understood that there is a significant improvement in the persistence attack detection with hyperparameter tuning.
As presented in Figure 5, the average RMSE value is observed against the snapshot size of attacked VM. The least RMSE value indicates better performance. The observations are made with different snapshot sizes of attacked VM such as 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8. With every size of snapshot, there is a clear difference between the ML model SVM and the improvised model with hyperparameter tuning. For instance, when the snapshot size of attacked VM is 8, the RMSE value for SVM is 5 while the SVM with hyperparameter tuning shows it as 3.44. Thus it is understood that there is a significant improvement in the persistence attack detection with hyperparameter tuning.

As presented in Figure 6, the average MAPE value is observed against the snapshot size of attacked VM. The least MAPE value indicates better performance. The observations are made with different snapshot sizes of attacked VM such as 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8. With every size of snapshot, there is a clear difference between the ML model GNB and the improvised model with hyperparameter tuning. For instance, when the snapshot size of attacked VM is 8, the MAPE value for GNB is 3.56 while the GNB with hyperparameter tuning shows it as 3.44. Thus it is understood that there is a significant improvement in the persistence attack detection with hyperparameter tuning.
As presented in Figure 6, the average MAPE value is observed against the snapshot size of attacked VM. The least MAPE value indicates better performance. The observations are made with different snapshot sizes of attacked VM such as 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8. With every size of snapshot, there is a clear difference between the ML model GNB and the improvised model with hyperparameter tuning. For instance, when the snapshot size of attacked VM is 8, the MAPE value for GNB is 5.7 while the GNB with hyperparameter tuning shows it as 3.56. Thus it is understood that there is a significant improvement in the persistence attack detection with hyperparameter tuning.

![Figure 7: RMSE Performance Comparison When The GNB Model Is Used](image)

As presented in Figure 7, the average RMSE value is observed against the snapshot size of attacked VM. The least RMSE value indicates better performance. The observations are made with different snapshot sizes of attacked VM such as 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8. With every size of snapshot, there is a clear difference between the ML model GNB and the improvised model with hyperparameter tuning. For instance, when the snapshot size of attacked VM is 8, the RMSE value for GNB is 7.12 while the GNB with hyperparameter tuning shows it as 4.98. Thus it is understood that there is a significant improvement in the persistence attack detection with hyperparameter tuning.
As presented in Figure 8, the average MAPE value is observed against the snapshot size of attacked VM. The least MAPE value indicates better performance. The observations are made with different snapshot sizes of attacked VM such as 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8. With every size of snapshot, there is a clear difference between the ML model GNB and the improvised model with hyperparameter tuning. For instance, when the snapshot size of attacked VM is 8, the MAPE value for DT is 3.57 while the DT with hyperparameter tuning shows it as 2.31. Thus it is understood that there is a significant improvement in the persistence attack detection with hyperparameter tuning.

As presented in Figure 9, the average RMSE value is observed against the snapshot size of attacked VM. The least RMSE value indicates better performance. The observations are made...
with different snapshot sizes of attacked VM such as 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8. With every size of snapshot, there is a clear difference between the ML model GNB and the improvised model with hyperparameter tuning. For instance, when the snapshot size of attacked VM is 5, the RMSE value for DT is 3.78 while the DT with hyperparameter tuning shows it as 2.31. Thus it is understood that there is a significant improvement in the persistence attack detection with hyperparameter tuning.

As presented in Figure 10, the accuracy is observed for different ML models such as SVM, GNB, and DT. The accuracy of the models is compared with that of the models when hyperparameter tuning is made in the models associated with the proposed algorithm. It is observed from the results that DT exhibited the lowest accuracy with 78.5% and 85.24% respectively with and without hyperparameter tuning. SVM is the ML model that showed higher performance with 98.4% accuracy and 99.45% accuracy with hyperparameter tuning.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a security framework that ensures that VM migration and VM persistence occur without causing cyber-attacks. The framework has two algorithms proposed to realize this objective. Safe Virtual Machine Migration (SVMM) is meant for protecting VM from attacks on the VM migration process while another algorithm known as Safe Virtual Machine Persistence (SVMP) focuses on preventing attacks on VM persistence. Both mechanisms are crucial for leveraging cloud performance and Quality of Service (QoS). The algorithms are implemented and an empirical study is made to evaluate the algorithms. The proposed framework is realized with a simulation study using CloudSim. The experimental results showed that the proposed approach is capable of handling attacks while VM is being migrated and when VM is being persisted. In the future, we intend to propose an integrated framework for preventing various attacks that are launched through VM and hypervisor in virtualization environments.
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